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CONSPECTUS: Recent theoretical and experimental studies
reveal that compressed molecular hydrogen at 200−350 GPa
transforms to layered structures consisting of distorted
graphene sheets. The discovery of chemical bonding motifs
in these phases that are far from close-packed contrasts with
the long-held view that hydrogen should form simple,
symmetric, ambient alkali-metal-like structures at these
pressures. Chemical bonding considerations indicate that the
realization of such unexpected structures can be explained by
consideration of simple low-dimensional model systems based
on H6 rings and graphene-like monolayers.
Both molecular quantum chemistry and solid-state physics
approaches show that these model systems exhibit a special
stability, associated with the completely filled set of bonding orbitals or valence bands. This closed-shell effect persists in the
experimentally observed layered structures where it prevents the energy gap from closing, thus delaying the pressure-induced
metallization. Metallization occurs upon further compression by destroying the closed shell electronic structure, which is mainly
determined by the 1s electrons via lowering of the bonding bands stemming from the unoccupied atomic 2s and 2p orbitals.
Because enhanced diamagnetic susceptibility is a fingerprint of aromaticity, magnetic measurements provide a potentially
important tool for further characterization of compressed hydrogen. The results indicate that the properties of dense hydrogen
are controlled by chemical bonding forces over a much broader range of conditions than previously considered.

■ INTRODUCTION

The concept of a closed electron shell underlies our under-
standing of structural stability in chemistry.1 In atoms and
molecules, the closed-shell effect manifests itself in many ways,
from the inertness of noble elements to the structure and stability
of simple polyatomic molecules like benzene. Similar criteria for
stability exist for low-dimensional systems, from two-dimen-
sional thin films2 to one-dimensional nanowires3 and zero-
dimensional clusters.4 The simplest chemical system for
elucidating this effect is of course the covalent bond of the
hydrogen molecule.5,6 The stability of the small clusters of
hydrogen molecules arising from long-range dispersion (van der
Waals) interactions has been thoroughly studied and well
understood.7 The energetics of hydrogen molecules and the
extent to which the energetics are controlled by chemical (e.g.,
covalent) bonding has received less attention, in part because of
the lack of experimental tests of models over the appropriately
large range of interatomic distances in the material.
Recent high-pressure experiments reveal new structures and

bonding configurations that appear to challenge conventional
chemical rules developed for molecular systems under ambient
conditions.8,9 An example is the surprising new phases of dense
molecular hydrogen having anisotropic layered structures10−17

based on networks of distorted six-membered rings18−20 that
have been discovered at multimegabar (200−350GPa) pressures
(Figure 1). These findings contrast with the original predictions
and long-held assumptions that hydrogen forms simple

symmetric, close-packed structures at very high densities, as
expected from simple physical arguments and observed in alkali
metals at ambient conditions.21 Simulation techniques from
condensed-matter physics have successfully predicted aspects of
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Figure 1.High P−T phase diagram of hydrogen17 and model structures
for the highest pressure phases, the C2/c and Pbcn structures15,18 for
phases III and IV, respectively. Closely related structures are also
predicted for these phases (e.g., ref 19).
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the new structures,12−16 but the chemical driving force is not
readily evident from such calculations.
Here we explore the chemical aspects of the well-known

problem behavior of hydrogen at very high densities, including
the regime of pressure-induced metallization. This was first
articulated in 1935 in the chemistry literature by Wigner and
Huntington21 and motivated in part by Bernal’s 1926 conjecture
of the stability of valence ormetallic lattices at high pressures (see
footnote 1 of ref 21). We show that the stability of structures of
hydrogen at high pressure can be explained by aromatic or
closed-shell effects analogous to those in aromatic hydrocarbons.
The new findings arise from seminal studies carried out by
Herschbach and co-workers beginning in the late 1970s.22−24

The implications for those results have been brought into clearer
focus with the subsequent discovery of graphene in 200425 and
newly discovered phases of hydrogen at megabar pressures.10−19

Whereas most of the theoretical work on hydrogen has been
carried out using solid-state physics (i.e., total energy band
structure) methods, we show that chemical approaches provide
important insights that may be missing from or overlooked in
conventional solid state methods. Despite the different
approximations used in the two approaches, the key results are
independent of the methods used and are obtained from both
types of treatments. The results indicate that chemical bonding
plays a major role in controlling the properties of hydrogen up to
conditions of pressure-induced metallization of the solid.

■ CLOSED-SHELL INTERACTIONS IN HYDROGEN
CLUSTERS

According to Hückel’s rule, aromatic compounds must have 4n +
2 π electrons with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... The archetypal example is
benzene (C6H6), which contains a filled π shell containing six π
electrons with one pz electron on each C atom (n = 1). Of the two
sets of bonds in benzene, σ and π, it is the σ bonds that are
responsible for the symmetric D6h framework with a bond-
equalized geometry. The π-component induces a distorted
Kekulean geometry, that is, an asymmetrical configuration of
three C2 pairs. Despite this preference, the delocalization of π-
electrons produces an extra stabilization in aromatic compounds
due to the decrease in resonance energy26 (Hückel’s rule) relative
to an interrupted (acyclic) conjugation reference system27,28 and
giving rise to the shortening and lengthening of single and double
bonds.28 Although Hückel’s 4n + 2 rule strictly applies only to
regular monocyclic rings, any polycyclic hydrocarbon consisting
of C6 units can also be viewed as aromatic, including its ultimate
two-dimensional expression in graphene. Graphene is consid-
ered aromatic, as is clear from graphene fragments of increasing
size.29,30

There is an important analogy between the 1s electrons in
hydrogen and the π electrons in carbon. Accordingly, hydrogen
chains have been considered for many years as model systems for
Hückel’s aromatic compounds. Figure 2 shows the analogy
between benzene and H6. In Hn rings, the s electrons play a role
similar to that of π-electrons in aromatic compounds, and rings
with n = 6 and 10 have the first and second lowest energy per
atom, respectively.31,32 Though hydrogen rings containing 4n + 2
electrons are relatively stable, their energies lie above their
ground state dissociation products with localized electrons. The
only exception is the molecular ion H3

+, which is stable with
respect to dissociation into H2 + H+.31 Such rings can be further
stabilized by interaction with the d-orbitals of transition metals in
organometallic sandwich compounds analogous to ferrocene.31

The stability of larger hydrogen rings were also examined, as
early chemical models for metallic hydrogen. In particular, the
calculations addressed the question of how many hydrogen
atoms in Hn are needed to reproduce the cohesive energy and
other properties of a hypothetical one-dimensional metallic
hydrogen wire. Early ab initio calculations by Kislow et al.33

investigated a series of closed-shell 4n + 2 rings with 14, 26, 38,
50, and 62 hydrogen atoms. They found that H14 is a good
representation of H∞ if the accuracy demanded is 0.001 Å in
bond distance and 0.0025 hartree (0.07 eV) in cohesive energy.
When calculated self-consistently, the binding energy decreases
with the number of atoms. Taking into account correlation
energy, the result converges to that expected for one-dimensional
metallic hydrogen (0.064 hartree or 1.73 eV per atom). The
results confirmed the conclusion that aromatic rings of n = 6 and
10 atoms have the lowest binding energies among all of the
rings.31−33

Meanwhile, early crossed molecular beam scattering experi-
ments led Dixon et al.22 to study in more detail the structural
stability and chemical reactivity of H6 rings.

22 This cluster was
found to be the most stable form compared with three other
symmetrical but nonplanar isomers: the octahedron (Oh), an
eclipsed trigonal prism (D3h) and a staggered trigonal prism
(D3d). Of the neutral H4n+2 rings, only H6 is stable with respect to
dissociation of one of the hydrogen molecules into two atoms:
H4n+2 → 2nH2 + 2H. However, the cluster can dissociate into
three H2 molecules, its energy running smoothly downhill along
the path associated with the B2u or Kekulean vibrational mode.
In a prescient study, LeSar and Herschbach23 considered the

exceptional stability of six-atom rings in more detail, including at
very high pressure. They predicted that molecular hydrogen
transforms to a layered structure containing such rings at
pressures above a few tens of gigapascals. This structure was
suggested to contain hexagonal close-packed sites occupied by
rings as if they were artificial atoms. Calculations based on
semiempirical pair potentials were used to argue that the
repulsion between the neighboring rings in the crystal environ-
ment prevents them from the dissociation into molecules.
Though largely overlooked in subsequent theoretical work on
hydrogen, related arguments for the stability of the hexagonal
ring structures were advanced by Ashcroft35 from the standpoint

Figure 2. Symmetry-determined molecular orbitals in the H6 ring and π
orbitals in benzene. In the latter, the lowest energy molecular orbital is of
a2u symmetry and entirely bonding. The next two lowest energy orbitals
are the mainly bonding e1g, followed by the mainly antibonding e2u. The
b2g orbital is entirely antibonding. The wave function coefficients for
atomic 2pz orbitals are reflected in the radius of the circle at each site,
with the phase angle of 0 and 2π/3 represented by red and cyan,
respectively. In moving from benzene to H6, the symmetry of the
orbitals is changed as indicated in parentheses.
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of solid-state physics. These early calculations23,35 now have a
special relevance to recent experimental results for hydrogen,
including the mechanism of its pressure-induced metallization.
Chemical bonding effects of H6 rings under pressure have been

examined recently using more accurate methods by Labet et al.12

The structural and electronic property changes of the cluster on
compression were examined by varying the distance d from the
center of symmetry to the centers of each of three H2 molecules.
With decreasing d, the intramolecular H−H distance elongates,
whereas the intermolecular distance H2−H2 shortens, pushing
the ring closer toD6h symmetry. At the same time, the energy gap
between HOMO and LUMO decreases, that is, the system
becomes more “metallic”. In the context of extended structures,
such a mechanism of metallization corresponds to the over-
lapping between the bonding 1σg and antibonding 1σu* states
associated with 1s electrons only. As shown below, however, a
more extended treatment of the same ring model indicates that
both the 2s and 2p electrons are involved in the metallization.
Figure 3 shows the changes in total energy per atom with

respect to the nearest separation for rings having D6h symmetry
calculated at different levels of theory, including both density
functional theory with generalized gradient approximation
corrections (DFT-GGA) and more sophisticated quantum

chemistry methods with different basis sets.34 At the DFT-
GGA level, all rings except D3h have a minimum energy at a
separation close to 1 Å. In agreement with Hückel’s rule, the n = 6
and n = 10 rings have the lowest total energies per atom and
practically coincide (see also refs 31 and 32). The curves
obtained from the quantum chemistry calculations have similar
forms and equilibrium interatomic separations (see Supporting
Information).
Comparing the curves for the H6 ring shows that the DFT-

GGA result lies somewhat above that calculated with the B3LYP
hybrid functionals but far below the curve obtained within
Hartree−Fock (HF)-derived MP4 approaches (Figure 3a).
Similar results are found for HF, MP2, and QCISD calculations.
Though correlation corrections considerably lower the total
energy of a ring (especially in passing from HF to B3LYP), they
have only little effect on its change with separation or in going to
a different type of ring. Indeed, the HF to B3LYP calculations
predict practically the same energy differences between different
rings provided that the basis sets are identical (see Supporting
Information). For different basis sets, however, the energy
differences can be noticeable, in contrast to the optimized bond
lengths (Table 1). The agreement between the different

approaches, especially between the DFT-GGA and B3LYP-
based methods, demonstrates that the key conclusions presented
here are independent of the theoretical method used. The
conclusions are also not affected by variations in the dispersion
energy contribution,36 which is relatively small for all
calculations.
On the other hand, a notable difference between the two

approaches is evident for the rings with odd number of atoms
(electrons, i.e., n = 3, 5, and 7). In quantum chemistry, such rings
are treated as open-shell systems. As a result, their energies tend
to lie higher than those of the neighboring systems with n− 1 and
n + 1 (Figure 4). In the contrasting solid-state (i.e., density
functional) approach, the odd-electron rings are treated as
effectively metallic systems, which ignores effects arising from
unpaired electrons. Although the latter overestimates the stability
of rings with odd electrons, the special “chemical” stability of
aromatic systems with 4n + 2 electrons is still captured in the
solid-state physics approach.

■ DISTORTIONS AND DYNAMICAL STABILITY
The distortion of the ideal hydrogen hexagon (D6h) toward aD3h
form with three long and three short H−H bonds is directly
relevant to the high-pressure structures. The energetics of these
clusters and the relative stability of Hn hydrogen ring structures
are therefore examined in more detail. Of direct relevance to the
recent high-pressure results are hydrogen rings having
interatomic separations r between 1.10 and 0.90 Å: in extended
3D structures, these separations correspond to pressures of
approximately 300−500 GPa.12 Representative molecular energy

Figure 3. (a) Total energies per atom for Hn rings (n = 3−10) as a
function of nearest atom separation. The n = 6 and 10 curves overlap.
DFT-GGA results are shown; similar results are obtained at other levels
of theory as shown in the Supporting Information. (b) Total energy
versus nearest neighbor distance for the H6 ring calculated using DFT-
GGA and different quantum chemical methods: MP4/6-311G(d,p),
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p), and B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3dp) methods.34 The
latter calculations were performed with polarized basis sets containing p
functions.

Table 1. Binding Energies (hartree/atom) of Hydrogen Rings
at Optimized Bond Lengths

MP4a B3LYPb

species r (Å) E (hartree) r (Å) E (hartree)

H4 1.15 0.025 1.16 0.049
H6 0.98 0.065 0.99 0.073
H8 1.03 0.050 1.05 0.061

aMP4 calculations with 7 contracted functions per center.31 bB3LYP/
6-311G(d,p) calculations.
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levels and vibrational frequencies of H6 as a function of
separation r are shown in Figure 5.
Vibrational frequency calculations show that in its equilibrium

configuration (r ≈ 1.00 Å), the H6 ring is unstable against the
Kekulean (or B2u vibrational) mode, in agreement with the
previous work.22,37 This mode distorts the initialD6h geometry to
a D3h structure, ultimately transforming the hexagon into three
H2 molecules arranged in a triangular complex, as shown in the
inset in Figure 5b. This D3h structure captures a motif predicted
for many candidate structures of compressed hydrogen.15,16,18,19

As the distance r between the nearest atoms decreases, the
driving force for the distortion weakens and the frequency of the
mode becomes real for r < 0.86 Å. This distance corresponds to
effective pressures of >500 GPa and reflects the tendency of the
distorted graphene-like layers in dense hydrogen structures to be
“more ideal” on compression.
As seen from Figure 5a, the character and relative positions of

the LUMOs strongly depend on compression and can differ from
that corresponding to the simple picture taking into account only
minimum number of 1s basis functions (Figure 2). As the
distance r decreases, the unoccupied 2s-derived bonding orbitals
a1g and e1u quickly decrease in energy. Similar behavior is
exhibited by the unoccupied bonding a2u orbital that stems from
the 2pz atomic orbitals. As a result, for relatively small r, all three
of these bonding molecular orbitals become lower in energy than
the antibonding b1u (and even e2g) associated with the 1s
electrons. As discussed further below, this fact is of principal
importance for understanding the mechanism of metallization in
extended structures of compressed hydrogen. We also point out
that the calculated picture of the LUMOs in H6 strongly depends
on the chosen basis sets; the correct one is obtained only within
the extended basis sets, which include 3p Gaussian functions on
the hydrogen atoms [e.g., 6-331G(3df,3pd)] (see Supporting
Information).
The distortive nature of the delocalized 1s electronic system of

H6 at relatively large separations is similar to that of the π-
electronic system of benzene.34 This phenomenon manifests
itself for benzene in the sharp hardening of the B2u vibrational
mode upon excitation from the ground to its first B2u excited
electronic state.38 The promotion of a π electron to an
antibonding orbital reduces the π-distortion and increases the
frequency of the Kekulean mode. In the case of H6, the

stabilization of a D6h structure against the B2u distortion occurs
not by the transfer of an electron but rather via hybridization with
the gradual increase in 2s and 2p character of the bonding states
at the expense of 1s character. This hybridization weakens the
power of the 1s σ electrons to maintain a D3h Kekulean structure
and drives the system toward an ideal hexagon.
Though the H6 ring becomes stable against the B2u distortion

for r < 0.86 Å, it becomes unstable relative to other three modes,
B1u , E2u and B2g, at these distances (Figure 5b; B1u and B2u are
shown in the inset). In all of thesemodes, the atomsmove in such
a way as to increase the nearest separation and lower the total
energy: the atoms repel each other to form a looser structure.
The vibrational modes with the same symmetry (E2g) strongly
interact with each other when their frequencies cross near r ≈ 1
Å. As a result, in accordance with the noncrossing rule, the high-
frequency mode pushes the lower-frequency modes downward,
and the latter becomes unstable for r > 1.2 Å along with B2u.
Figure 6a shows the dependence of the total energy on the B2u

mode amplitude δ for r = 0.90 Å. Here, the amplitude δ is
measured in terms of 2r/√3, so that the shortest separation
changes with δ as r(1− δ) and the longest as r(1 + δ). The energy
profile exhibits a shallowminimum at δ = 0.15 corresponding to a
nearest separation of 0.77 Å, which is somewhat less than the

Figure 4. Total energy and optimized bond lengths in Hn rings for
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) calculations. The rings with odd n are assumed to
be neutral and to have a spin multiplicity of 2.

Figure 5. (a) Molecular energy levels and (b) vibrational frequencies as
a function of separation r for the H6 ring. The inset in panel b shows the
vibrational displacements for B1u and B2u normal modes, which have the
lowest and second-lowest energies at the equilibrium r of 1.00 Å.
Negative frequencies represent the unstable modes and are the
imaginary parts of ω [B3LYP/6-331G(3df,3pd) calculations].
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bond length in isolated H2 (0.74 Å). With decreasing initial bond
length r, theminimum becomes progressively shallower, and for r
< 0.86 Å, it completely disappears, in accordance with the results
shown in Figure 4. Before this critical point (for larger r), the

depth of the energy well is very shallow, being only about 2 ×
10−3 hartree for r = 0.90 Å.
As δ increases, the energy gap between the LUMO and

HOMO widens (Figures 6b,c). Indeed, the bonding (e′) and
antibonding (both e′) orbitals decrease and increase in energy,
respectively. At the same time, the energy of the bonding a2″
term decreases relative to the antibonding level e′. The shapes of
the orbitals and their changes with δ are shown in Figure 7. It is
seen that the closed-shell electronic structure does not change
with δ or in passing from a D6h to D3h ring. Thus, the latter
remains aromatic. One can also clearly see that the second-lowest
unoccupied orbitals a2u (a2″) are bonding and stem from the
atomic 2pz orbitals. This result contrasts with that reported in ref
12 where they are antibonding and 1s-derived, a discrepancy that
can be attributed to a different choice of basis sets. As mentioned
above, the symmetry of the unoccupied orbitals is very sensitive
to such choices.

■ FROM ISOLATED RINGS TO TWO DIMENSIONAL
SHEETS

We proceed from Hn rings to periodic networks of such rings in
two-dimensional lattices. Since the crystal lattice can have axes of
symmetry only of order 2, 3, 4, and 6, we can use only H3, H4, and
H6 to build triangle, square, and graphene-like lattices,
respectively. The graphene-like structure with the optimized
lattice parameter is far more favorable energetically than the
other two (Table 2). For this structure, the energy versus r curve

exhibits a comparatively sharp minimum at r = 1.18 Å. In
contrast, the corresponding profiles in triangle and square lattices
are characterized by shallow minima that emerge for r > 4 Å.

Figure 6. Energetics of the H6 hexagon with respect to the B2u
vibrational mode: (a) energy and (b) eigenvalues. An initial bond
length of 0.90 Å was used, and the amplitude is measured in 2r/√3, so
that the nearest distance between hydrogen atoms is r(1− δ). The initial
molecular levels correspond to δ = 0. All results are obtained at the
B3LYP/6-331G(3df,3pd) level of calculation.

Figure 7. Correlation between the molecular orbitals for δ = 0 (D6h) and δ = 0.27 (D3h) structures. As in Figure 5, the initial bond length is 0.90 Å. The
orbitals are labeled according to D6h and D3h point group symmetries, respectively.

Table 2. Optimized Bond Lengths and Energies Per Atom for
Hydrogen Rings and Two-Dimensional Hydrogen Lattices

r (Å) E (Ha) ΔEa (Ha)

triangle 4.23 −0.451 0.075
square 4.35 −0.451 0.052
graphene-like 1.18 −0.555 0.009

aΔE is the change in energy in progressing from a ring to the
corresponding lattice (DFT-GGA calculations).
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Upon formation of lattices from the corresponding rings, the
energy per atom increases only modestly for the graphene-like
lattice but shows a pronounced increase for the triangle and
square lattices.
Upon fusion of H6 rings in a graphene layer, the initial

molecular orbitals overlap and the molecular levels evolve into
valence and conduction energy bands. If r > 1.1 Å (up to a critical
value) in each constituent hexagon, the valence band originating
from the a1g and e1u orbitals and the conduction band stemming
from the e2g and b1u orbitals touch at two inequivalent Dirac
points, K and K′18,19 (Figure 8b). These states are mainly of 1s
character, which is quantitatively expressed by the thickness of
the line (red circles). We find that it is the overlap between the
bonding 1σg and antibonding 1σu* bands that is responsible for
the formation of the semimetallic zero-gap phase. Such a
structure has a vanishing density of states at the Fermi level.
However, not all the conduction states near the Fermi level are
1s-derived, especially in the vicinity of the Γ point. The next
energy level at Γ is the bottom of the bonding 2pz band, which is
genetically connected with the a2u level corresponding to the
second-lowest unoccupied orbital in theH6 ring forΓ close to 1 Å
(see Figure 8a). Like a2u, the former rapidly moves downward as

the lattice parameter decreases, and drops below the Dirac level
at r = 1.1 Å. The resulting band structure corresponds to a new
semimetallic phase with a finite density of states at the Fermi
level. As the lattice parameter decreases further, the third energy
term at Γ decreases and crosses the Fermi level, leading to a more
complex semimetallic phase for the H6 sheet. As the analysis
shows, this term is directly connected with the 2s-derived a1g
orbital of H6.

■ FROM TWO DIMENSIONAL SHEETS TO THREE
DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES

We now move from ideal hydrogen 2D networks to 3D
structures. Many candidate structures proposed for dense
hydrogen, such as C2/c, Pbcn, Cc, Pc, and Cmca-4, can be
modeled as consisting of distorted graphene sheets.19 To
elucidate the evolution of the chemical bonding in going from
2D sheets to 3D structures, we choose two orthorhombic
structures as prototypes, labeled by the following space groups:
Pbcn, which is considered a model structure for phase IV, and
Cmca-4, which is predicted to exist at higher pressures (e.g., >370
GPa) (e.g., ref 11). Geometrically, these are layered structures

Figure 8. Evolution of electronic structure on passing from the H6 ring to 2D graphene layer and to a 3Dmodel structure. (a) Energy level diagram inH6
ring for an equilibrium bond length of 1.00 Å [B3LYP/6-331G(3df,3pd) calculation]. (b) DFT-GGA band structure for H-graphene with a equilibrium
bond length of 1.177 Å. (c) Band structure for the orthorhombic Cmca-4 phase at 300 GPa. Each layer in Cmca-4 can be viewed as a buckled graphene
layer consisting of H2 molecules tilted relative to the xy plane; the side and top views of such a layer are depicted. (d) Band structure for the
orthorhombic Pbcn phase at 300 GPa. In this structure, the graphene-like layers (A and C) and layers of weakly interacting H2 molecules (B and D) are
stacked in the fashion ABCD. Only A and B layers are depicted. The 1s character of the wave functions, which is proportional to the size of red circles or
thickness of the curves, is shown.
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arranged in ABCD and AB sequences, respectively. In Pbcn, the
graphene-like layers, A and C, are sandwiched between the layers
of weakly interacting H2 molecules, B and D; each layer contains
12 atoms. Cmca-4 is close to the graphite-type structure where
the honeycomb layers are also arranged in an AB stacking
sequence (Bernal order). It should be stressed that the layers in
both prototype phases are not ideally flat but buckled, especially
inCmca-4 (Figure 8c) where the H2 molecules form an angle θ≈
30° with respect to the xy plane. By close analogy, graphite29

itself, as well as hydrogen in both the Pbcn andCmca-4 structures,
can also be considered as aromatic. This is evident by considering
polycyclic aromatic hydrogen clusters of increasing size starting
with ideal or distorted H6 rings (plus aromatic H2 molecules in
the case of Pbcn).
Figure 8c presents the band structure for Cmca-4 calculated at

300 GPa. Its close relationship to that for hydrogenic graphene
(and theH6 rings) can be easily understood. Indeed, in theCmca-
4 structure there are four atoms per cell, instead of two in the
graphene layer. In solid-state physics terms, the Γ−U line in the
orthorhombic Brillouin zone is an analog of the Γ−K direction in
the hexagonal zone. Moreover, the four lowest energy bands in
the vicinity of U are analogous to the two lowest bands in
graphene in the vicinity of K. They also have mainly 1s character
because they originate from mixing the 1s-derived layer states.
Similar to the case of graphene, here the 1s-derived bands are not
the only states near the Fermi level. As in graphene, the bonding
2pz band quickly moves down (especially near Γ) with pressure
and passes the Fermi level just above 300 GPa. This band is
strongly hybridized with the 1s orbitals due to tilting of the H2
pairs with respect to the basal plane.
In contrast to Cmca-4, the Pbcn structure exhibits insulating

behavior (Figure 8d). Such a difference can be explained by the
fact that each graphene-like layer in Pbcn can be considered as a 3
× 2 superlattice stabilized by Peierls-like distortions that open an
energy gap in an ideal honeycomb layer by mixing the Dirac K
and K′ states. An additional contribution to the “dielectrization”
of the electronic spectrum comes from the 1s−2pzmixing due to
tilting of the H2 pairs, similar to the case of Cmca-4. It is clear that
both the Peierls distortions and molecular tilting further
strengthen closed-shell effects, which decrease the total energy.
The examples considered show that the band structures of the
layered 3D structures can be understood in terms of the
constituent H6 rings and Hn graphene sheets.

■ DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
The stability of the structures of dense solid hydrogen at megabar
pressures can be understood in terms of closed shell effects that
are well-known in chemistry. In particular, H6 rings and
graphene-like sheets of the Hn rings, H6, and its larger analogs
(H4n+2, n > 1) are especially stable due to aromatic and closed-
shell effects. To exhibit such stability, the H6 system need not
have an ideal bond-equalized geometry (i.e., D6h symmetry) but
only have cyclical conjugation. Indeed, the six-membered rings
with D3h symmetry are generally more stable than their D6h
counterparts at various levels of theory. The situation is
analogous to that in benzene where the π contribution to C−C
bonding becomes stabilizing when the geometry is distorted
toward D3h.

36

In this chemical picture of hydrogen metallization, the
transition proceeds via the formation of bonding states with 2s
σ and 2pz π character, which correlate with the LUMOs of H6.
These states become the dominant component of the lowest
conduction bands in hydrogenic graphene and real bulk

structures observed experimentally and calculated theoretically.
Under pressure at some point, the bottoms of these bands
become lower in energy than the Fermi level (and antibonding
bands associated with 1s electrons), thus giving rise to a
semiconductor−semimetallic transition. As the calculations
show, on compression, the bonding 2pz π bands pass the
Fermi level earlier than their 2s σ counterparts. The reason is that
the kinetic energy contribution to the one-electron eigenvalues
becomes larger than the potential energy contribution.39 As a
result, the orbitals with fewer nodes in their radial wave functions
such as the 2p (with none) are more favorable than those such as
2s (with one).
Similar to H6 rings, the hydrogenic graphene-like sheets

represent aromatic systems but are of the extended type. This
closely parallels real (carbon) graphene, the stability of which can
be explained by considering polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of
increasing size starting with benzene.30 As for H6 rings, a
hydrogenic aromatic sheet need not have an ideal honeycomb
lattice with D6h point symmetry. In fact, distortions of the ideal
structure reduce the energy of this system further and make it
even more “aromatic.” These possibilities include Peierls-like
distortions that mix the unperturbed K and K′ Bloch states and
open a gap leading to the formation of superlattices with
multiples of 3 or √3.18,19 Indeed, one such distortion is of the
Kekulean type, which also strengthens the H6 stability, as shown
above.
In the high-pressure hydrogen structures,10−19 the minimum

distance between two hydrogen atoms from neighboring layers is
noticeably shorter than the intermolecular distance in the
graphene-like layers. Thus, the enhanced chemical stability of
these structures is also associated with aromaticity. The situation
is similar to that occurring when passing from carbon graphene to
graphite. As for graphene, graphite is considered aromatic
because of the relatively large separation between the layers
compared with the distance between atoms within the layer.
Indeed, graphite is considered even more aromatic than benzene,
having a higher resonance energy per π electron.29 A measure of
the aromacity of graphite is its large negative magnetic
susceptibility χ.40 By analogy to graphite, one can expect dense
solid hydrogen also to be strongly diamagnetic, with layered
structures characterized by a sharp rise in χ, especially in its out-
of-plane component χzz.
Similar in Hume−Rothery phases or quasicrystals, the closed

shell effects in 3D compressed hydrogen structures are associated
with the “dielectrization” of the electronic spectrum.41 As such,
they compete with metallization, that is, the classic pressure-
induced insulator−metal transition.21 In hydrogen at high
densities, the electronic and atomic degrees of freedom are
closely interconnected, and the system finds a variety of ways to
open a gap, that is, through the Peierls-like distortions, 1s−2p
hybridization and tilting of the H2 pairs, and other distortions.

19

The parallels discussed above have implications for further
experimental characterization of dense hydrogen. In particular,
given the diamagnetic character expected for the graphene-based
structures, modern high-pressure magnetic susceptibility meas-
urements may supplement magnetic probes of other novel
electronic properties such as the predicted superconductivity of
the material.42,43
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